LexisNexis Academic - Legal is a subset of resources providing full text and abstracts of law review journals; federal and state cases, statutes, and codes; tax law; and international legislation. Updated constantly.

**STARTING & SEARCHING LEXISNEXIS ACADEMIC - LEGAL**

From the library’s World Wide Web homepage (https://www.uhcl.edu/library), click on Databases and then L to find the LexisNexis Academic hyperlink. Expand the Look up a Legal Case widget, or use the Search by Subject or Topic drop-down menu to find a desired content area.

**VIEWING & WORKING WITH CASES**

Sort options include Source Order (newest first), Oldest to Newest, or Relevance.

Display with List, Expanded List, Full with Indexing, Custom..., or KWIC™ (Keyword in Context).

Refine by searching for keywords within results.

Click title to view case full text, including LexisNexis Headnotes. Once viewing a case, find the option to Shepardize® under Next Steps at upper right of the document display.

Legal choices include: Federal and State Cases; Landmark Cases; Law Reviews; State Statutes and Regulations; Shepard’s® Citations; Federal Statutes and Regulations; Legal Reference (dictionaries and directories plus American Jurisprudence 2d); and Patent Search.

International Legal choices include: Canadian Cases; Canadian Legislation; and EU, Commonwealth, and Other Nations.

Narrow results with any desired facet.

Depending on whether a Subject or Topic choice is selected, Advanced Options vary. Look here for customized limiters (a specific court jurisdiction, geographical location, area of law, or source) plus date and ability to limit search terms to a specific “segment” (heading, history, notes, etc.).

See citation help for exact format required for various reporters, statutes, codes, etc. Advanced Options include help for segment searching.
FINDING FEDERAL & STATE STATUTES, CODES & REGULATIONS

Select subject/topic type **Federal Statutes and Regulations** or **State Statutes and Regulations**, followed by **Advanced Options**. See sample Federal advanced options below.

**VIEWING & WORKING WITH CODES**

Tips: Enter Boolean operators, proximity operators, or wildcard symbols directly into the search box.

- **and** bank and deregulate narrows results by finding both terms in the same record
- **or** patent or trademark broadens results by finding either term
- **and not** trust and not charitable narrows results by excluding records that include charitable
- **w/#** bank w/5 regulate finds both terms within 5 words of each other in any order
- **w/s** houston w/s ship channel finds both terms in same sentence
- **w/p** pollution w/p galveston bay finds both terms in same paragraph
- ***** wom*n single-character wildcard that finds woman or women
- **!** pollut! multi-character wildcard that finds pollute, polluting, pollution, etc.

For more information, refer to onscreen help, or consult a research librarian (see Ask a Librarian on the library homepage).